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St Andrew's CofE Primary School North Denes Primary School (R)

Shrubland Street Community Primary School Swanmead Community School (R)

Lochgilphead Primary School (R) Hindley Green Community Primary School

Llanyrafon Primary School Sullivan Prep

St Peter's Church of England Primary School St John's Church of England Primary School

Brimmond School Rivermead Primary School

The Radium Zone was a general science zone funded by Wellcome, specifically for Primary Schools. Sha is a PhD 

student looking at aging in plants, Olivia is a PhD student studying how to make wastewater from households useful 

again and Marco is a PhD student looking at how to protect the lungs from the radiation used to treat lung cancer. 

Amanda is a biological scientist studying how we can use cells to repair the body when it is damaged and Alex, the 

winner of zone, is a PhD student looking at how birds use energy to fly.  

The Radium Zone was a busy zone with the highest number of questions in the ASK section and of votes in March’s 

I’m a Scientist. The scientists in the zone were mainly PhD students or early career researchers and the questions 

often related to the scientist’s interests and work. For example, students asked Alex a lot of questions about birds 

and Amanda about cells. There were also many general questions which tended to focus on the body, natural world 

and observable phenomena, with a few direct, more personal questions to the scientists.  

Alex and Olivia were the most active scientists in the event and answered 75% of the questions in ASK between 

them, as well as both attending nearly every live chat.  

    

We want to increase the participation of under-represented groups going into STEM careers. Find out what we mean 
by our Widening Participation and Rural (R) schools, and how you can support us to work with more of these schools at 
about.imascientist.org.uk/widening-participation. 
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Scientist  
Profile 

views 
Position 

Alex Evans 1,168 Winner 

Amanda Barnes 941 2nd 

Olivia Bailey 1,030 3rd 

Marco Esposito 784 4th 

Sha Yu 629 5th 

 RADIUM   

ZONE 

MAR’17 

ZONES 

AVERAGE 

IAS 2012-17 
AVERAGE 

Schools 12 13 10 

Students 

logged in 492 455 376 

% of students 
active in ASK, 
CHAT or 
VOTE 

84% 80% 85% 

Questions 

asked 1,137 594 713 

Questions 

approved 462 276 307 

Answers 

given 340 482 549 

Comments 93 47 77 

Votes 415 307 296 

Live chats 17 17 15 

Lines of live 

chat 6,265 6,543 5,265 

Average lines 
per live chat 369 379 348 

PAGE VIEWS RADIUM 

ZONE 

MAR ‘17 

ZONES 

AVERAGE 

Total zone 22,313 18,600 

ASK page 2,653 1,451 

CHAT page 1,771 1,703 

VOTE page 2,174 1,523 

Scientist activity 

Key figures from the Radium Zone and the averages of the March zones 

 

As Alex and Amanda were the most active 

scientists, many of the questions in ASK 

related to their work. Birds was the most 

popular topic, and students wanted to know 

about all the different species Alex has 

worked with, and how he trains parrots to fly 

through the wind tunnels. There were many 

more general bird related questions, such as 

why they need feathers, how they fly, and 

what the biggest and smallest birds are. 

Amanda was asked about how she looks after 

her cells and what she feeds them, and Olivia 

was asked about her work with poo and its 

different uses. 
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There were a lot of general science questions, with students showing a curiosity about their bodies and the world 

around them. They asked how your eyes work, how hot lava is and lots about different animals. Another common 

theme was potential scenarios, for example what would happen if humans became extinct and whether it’s possible 

to make an animal with a human face. 

Students also showed an interest in working as a scientist, asking about the different things the scientists do day to 

day and the different challenges they have faced at work.   

Keywords from live chats in the zone, size of the word represents its popularity 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Reporting a positive attitude to
Science

Plan to choose science subject at the
next stage of their education

% 

Students’ attitudes to STEM 

Figures are averages from I’m a Scientist Zones run between 2012 and 2015. We’re still collecting feedback for March 

2017, but we expect to see a similar positive change.  

Pre-event 

Post-event 

We ask students directly about how they feel about science, before and after taking part in the event. It’s 

clear that participating in I’m a Scientist has an overall positive effect on students’ attitudes to science: 
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Example Questions 

(click for links) 

  

 

“What happens to 

Earth if the moon 

dies?” 

“Why don't all birds fly 

at the same speed?” 

 
 

 

             

“Does any animal species 

care for another species 

except for humans?” 

“Can you eat poo 

because it is actually 

made out of what you 

eat?” 

 

 

“Why do we 

need cells in our 

body?” 

 

“Why does the world look 

so green when most of 

the earth is covered in 

different coloured 

buildings” 

“If humans became 

extinct what would 

happen?” 

 

 

“What is the 

messiest 

experiment that 

you have done?” 

“Why does water 

sometimes have bubbles 

in them?” 

“If you go into 

sewers often, 

what's the 

strangest thing 

you've ever 

found?” 

 
 

“What is your take on 

cloning animals/ 

bringing back the 

extinct?” 

 
“Does space really go 
on forever and ever? 
Or have we just not 
discovered where it 
stops?” 

 

“What is the most 

embarrassing thing 

you've done at work?” 

Keywords of questions approved in the zone, length of bar represents frequency of use 
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Examples of good engagement 

Many of the chats and questions in ASK focussed on the scientists’ individual research areas. For example, with 

Olivia’s work with poo:   

 

“Can you eat poo because it is actually made out of what you eat”– Student  

 

“Poo is actually what is left over of what you eat – your digestive system has taken all the bits that are useful 

to your body. Poop is mostly made up of water (75%), Dead bacteria (8%), and some other indigestible stuff 

like corn kernels and fats – I wouldn’t want to eat that ” – Olivia, scientist 

 

“I wouldn’t eat that too.” – Student 

 

Similarly, there were lots of questions about birds for Alex, and he was great at relating with students by talking 

about different birds they were interested in:   

 

“Hey Alex do u like eagles?”– Student  

 

“I love eagles! I was at a falconry centre last week and got to see some bald eagles, golden eagles and 

Bataleur eagles!” – Alex, scientist 

 

“Omg that is so cool I think they’re awesome as well.” – Student 

 

Scientist winner: Alex Evans 

Alex’s plans for the prize money: “I’d produce a fun card game that can be given to schools to 
educate about wildlife conservation. I adore board games and have recently taken to designing 
my own. I’ve found that bioscience-related board games can be a great way of engaging a non-
science audience in a particular theme that is both educational and lots of fun! 
Read Alex’s thank you message. 

Student winner: Twilight Fang   

For great engagement during the event, this student will receive a gift voucher and a certificate. 

Feedback  

We’re still collecting feedback from teachers, students and scientists but here are a few of the comments made 

during the event… 

 

 “This has been a great experience 

THANK YOU” – Student 

“Our pupils we literally screaming with 

delight when the scientist answered 

their questions. (I kept reminding them 

of spelling mistakes & punctuation but 

equally didn't want to squash their 

enthusiasm).” – Teacher 
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